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The present paper addresses the renewed need to focus on the physics of welding to realise the

full potential of the latest welding technologies which include fibre and disc lasers, friction stir

welding and inverter power supplies. The approach to understanding, synthesis and general-

isation in other engineering branches is reviewed, highlighting the central role of handbook type

solution in the conceptual design stage. It is shown that the multiphysics and multicoupled

aspects of welding exceed the capabilities of other engineering approaches and the

methodology of scaling is proposed as a promising alternative. The application of scaling to

friction stir welding is shown through an example in which the maximum temperature in the metal

is generalised into a power law, experimental and numerical data are synthesised into a general

correction factor, and secondary effects are captured as dimensionless groups.
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Introduction
The current state of welding technology is very
advanced; welders can now command plasma arcs,
lasers, electron beams, explosives and mechanical
devices to join metals with continuity of atomic
structure. The materials that can be joined range from
common steel in basic structural construction to
sophisticated steels in cars and pipelines, aluminum
and titanium alloys for aerospace, sports and defence
applications, magnesium in cars, copper in sea water
applications, beryllium in defence applications, super-
alloys for jet engines and energy related uses, and noble
metals in jewelry. High productivity shops can combine
banks of welding machines and lasers in one pass with
coordinated real time control of complex waveforms.
Even small shops can now access microprocessor
controlled arc welders that adapt current and voltage
several thousand times a second following complex
algorithms that are invisible to the user.

Welding researchers have created sophisticated
numerical models that predict with accuracy residual
stresses, deformations, microstructural evolution, bead
geometry, temperatures and motion in the molten metal.
These advanced simulations can now be incorporated
into optimisation algorithms, which run virtual trial and
error procedures to arrive at the optimal weld. These
models incorporate physical phenomena such as heat

transfer, fluid flow, electromagnetism, solid mechanics,
thermodynamics and kinetics into their calculations. As
an example of the level of science used in these models,
the study of the motion of plasma and molten metal in
arc welding requires the use of the discipline of
magnetohydrodynamics, for which its creator, Hannes
Alfvén received the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1970.

In view of its spectacular successes, welding is often
perceived as a mature branch of engineering, with few
new things to be discovered and little room for radical
innovation. This perception does not represent reality.

Recent developments in welding
technology
Welding is in the early stages of a tremendous revolution
led by three process innovations: fibre and disc lasers,
friction stir welding (FSW) and inverter power supplies
for arc welding. Fibre and disc lasers are leading to
broader acceptance of lasers in industrial welding
applications as their price decreases and their installa-
tion becomes less cumbersome than previous laser
technologies. The combination of lasers and arc welding
has brought new advantages such as high productivity
laser assisted gas metal arc welding (GMAW) and the
ability to pin the arc at the bottom of a narrow groove in
gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW). The automotive
industry is leading the way in the application of laser
and hybrid technologies. Friction stir welding opened
the door to longitudinal seams made in the solid-state in
aluminum and is making great strides in higher
temperature alloys with the support of an extremely
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active research community; in this case, the aerospace
industry is the leader in applications. Inverter power
supplies are, by far, the welding innovation of broadest
impact measured by amount of weld performed. By
increasing the operating frequency of the main trans-
former from line frequency to many kilohertz, power
supplies have shrunk in size so much that powerful
machines are now either portable or occupy much less
shop space. More significantly, the fast switching
frequency allows a level of control unthinkable little
more than a decade ago. In inverter power supplies it is
possible to control voltage and current to manipulate
the formation and detachment of droplets as they melt
from the feeding wire, dramatically reducing spatter,
fume formation and controlling heat input, dilution,
deposition rate, and heat affected zone. Much has
already been written about each of these welding
technologies. The focus of the present paper is on an
aspect that has received relatively less attention: to use
the full potential of these technologies it is necessary to
understand and synthesise welding physics beyond its
current state. For example, the most commonly refer-
enced compilation of welding physics is Lancaster’s
book of 1986.1

Current need for fundamental knowledge
With new processes and the ability to control the
welding parameters in real time to an exacting degree,
fundamental questions have pressing technological
relevance, yet too many of them still need satisfactory
answers. The author has participated in extensive
discussions with researchers and engineers at the leading
manufacturers of welding equipment across the world.
These discussions revealed a unanimous need for the
understanding, synthesis and generalisation of welding
fundamentals. Even when the knowledge already exists
in academic circles, too often it has not been synthesised
and generalised enough to be used for the design of new
technologies. The opportunity is ripe for academic
researchers to make a large impact into applications.

Ideally, welding knowledge would be synthesised into
handbook type formulae and tabulated data of useful
accuracy and general validity within known limits. With
these tools, designers of welding technologies could
quickly combine physical mechanisms into models and
use these models to decide the viability of radical new
concepts. This approach, common in many engineering
disciplines is rare in the welding community; instead,
welding engineers must resort to trial an error variations
of existing technologies supported by few numerical
models.

The trial and error approach is relatively straightfor-
ward and can be used even when there are gaps in the
understanding of fundamentals; on the other hand, it is
limited to incremental improvements, as a prototype of a
radical new design is highly unlikely to be satisfactory
without some sort of predictive tool. Welding trials are
typically cost effective, but can be impractical when
there is a shortage of base material or consumables (for
example, for nuclear materials), if the costs of materials
or downtime of equipment are high (for example, when
trying new technologies in a production line), or if the
knowledge sought is difficult to acquire from trials (for
example, droplet temperature in GMAW).

The numerical models currently used to design new
welding technologies are generally simpler than the state
of the art in the academic community; the most
advanced simulations use packages such as Comsol for
the simulation of two- and three-dimensional magnetic
and temperature fields. Most typically, numerical
models are one-dimensional in-house codes or dynamic
models with lumped parameters implemented in Excel
or Matlab. The discussions with leading welding
companies also revealed that they can seldom afford
an employee with a focus on state of the art numerical
modelling of partial differential equations. For indus-
trial researchers with a breadth of duties, it is difficult to
assign the time and money to develop sophisticated
numerical models or to learn to use existing codes. The
design of new technologies also require a flexibility that
is difficult to achieve even with state of the art numerical
models. For example, a code developed for the GTAW
weld pool cannot easily be adapted to GMAW,
although from the point of view of equipment the
differences are not too large; in some cases, designers of
welding technologies wish to explore the effect of
parameters not considered in the models. Mathe-
matical models, regardless their level of sophistication,
can also suffer from the lack of reliable information on
necessary inputs such as thermophysical properties
(especially at high temperatures), resulting in alloy
dependent systematic errors. Model discrepances,
together with the large experimental errors of welding
trials make generality and flexibility more valuable than
numerical precision for practitioners.

Welding trials and computer simulations provide
results valid only for the particular input parameters
and materials system used in each run; for this reason,
published experimental and numerical results are
typically used by industrial practitioners as rough
guidelines and ‘sanity checks’, since the parameters they
need to consider seldom match the published ones. For
example, the droplet temperature in the GMAW of steel
(for any set of parameters!) is not expected to be too far
from the 2400uC reported by Jelmorini in 1977.2 The
synthesis and generalisation of the vast amounts of
published results would in itself be a catalyst for new
welding technologies.

Synthesis and generalisation in
engineering
For many engineering disciplines, the understanding,
synthesis and generalisation of fundamentals are taken
for granted and are regularly used as design tools.

Handbooks of mechanical components (for example
Ref. 3) are based on a relatively simple solid mechanics
analysis and correction factors based on experience,
numerical analysis, or controlled experiments. An
example of this approach is the use of basic structural
mechanics formulae corrected with stress intensity
factors.4 This approach summarises vast amounts of
measurements and calculations and is general for any
material in the linear elastic regime and for any size of
the many geometries tabulated.

Handbooks on fluid mechanics contain formulae
based on the dominant physics (viscous, inviscid or
turbulent flows) and empirical correction factors based
on the Reynolds number (for example Refs. 5 and 6).
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Dimensional analysis indicates that all geometrically
similar problems based on the continuity, Navier–Stokes
equations, and velocity boundary conditions have the
Reynolds number as the only degree of freedom (such is
the case of flow around a sphere or momentum
boundary layers). Departures from geometric similarity,
variable properties, or different boundary conditions
introduce new dimensionless groups, for example rough-
ness in pipe flow introduces a new dimensionless group
in the calculation of pressure loss. This approach is valid
for any Newtonian liquid or incompressible gas (which
comprise a large fraction of practical cases) and for any
size of the geometries studied.

Handbooks on heat transfer (for example Ref. 7)
analyse very general cases such as heat transfer between
simple geometries (large flat surfaces, spheres, long
cylinders) and a fluid. The analysis results in the
determination of regimes (ranges of parameters) and
regions (sectors in time and space) in which different
physics are dominant(convection, conduction, radia-
tion). Because the formulae are based only on the
dominant physics, corrections based on careful experi-
ments are used. These corrections depend on the degrees
of freedom of the problem, captured by the independent
dimensionless groups obtained from dimensional analy-
sis. Because of the additional physical phenomena, heat
transfer typically involves more dimensionless groups
than pure fluid mechanics, for example, the Peclet and
Nusselt numbers. This general approach to heat transfer
is valid for high and low conductivity solids, liquids, and
gases, and a broad diversity of tabulated geometries.

In summary, in many engineering disciplines, a vast
set of empirical and numerical results are successfully
synthesised through analysis based on the dominant
physics and a set of correction factors based on
dimensionless groups. This approach is general, accu-
rate, and its results are easy to communicate and to
apply.

If this approach based on dominant physics and
correction factors has been so successful in other
disciplines, why is it not ubiquitous in welding engineer-
ing too?

Multiphysics in welding
The present paper argues that understanding, synthesis,
and generalisation of knowledge in welding is more
difficult than in other engineering disciplines because
welding involves more coupled physical phenomena
than most other engineering fields. Almost all physical
phenomena relevant to engineering are present in
welding: heat transfer, fluid mechanics, free surfaces,
turbulence, electromagnetism, plasma physics, solid
mechanics, elasticity, plasticity, creep, thermodynamics,
phase changes, microstructural evolution, electrical
circuits and more.

The large amount of physical phenomena results in a
number of parameters beyond what can be tracked
intuitively and impractical to tabulate without deep
analysis. Approximations based on dominant mechan-
isms are difficult because the tight coupling between the
physical phenomena prevents the study of each mechan-
ism independently and makes the identification of
dominant mechanisms difficult. The multiphysics, multi-
coupled nature of welding stands out among the
engineering disciplines.

As just one of many possible illustrative examples,
consider the following unanswered question: What is the
effect of waveform on droplet temperature in GMAW?
The answer is relevant to control fumes, alloy recovery,
heat input, dilution and energy consumption; all of them
issues of enormous implications to health, regulations,
codes, costs and quality.

A shell energy balance of the droplet indicates that the
droplet receives energy from the arc and loses energy to
the environment and the feeding wire, the difference
between heat gained and lost is used to melt the wire and
superheat the liquid.8–11 This balance is simple to state,
but the mechanisms involve are many, coupled, and not
all of them well understood.

The loss of energy to the wire requires an under-
standing of temperature profile in the wire, which
involves joule heating, conduction, advection, and
secondary factors such as convection and radiation to
the environment. Temperature dependent properties are
important too, the electrical resistivity of steel varies by
approximately one order of magnitude between room
and melting temperatures.12 Heat loss to the wire is well
understood and can be captured with simple numerical
models. For constant materials properties it has been
generalised.13

Loses of energy to the environment involve radiation,
convection, and latent heat lost through metal vaporisa-
tion. Vaporisation involves surface thermodynamics and
kinetics as well as diffusion of metal vapours through a
boundary layer of plasma surrounding the droplet. The
vaporisation aspect is not completely understood and
different equations are used by different researchers10,11

The energy input from the arc involves radiation and
convection from the plasma, non-equilibrium plasma at
the anode fall, and electron condensation at the melt
surface (for electrode positive). A mechanism involving
surface oxides has also been reported.14 The anode spot
is the least understood aspect of the electrode in
GMAW, and there is no agreement on what equations
to use to represent it, even in the absence of
oxides.10,11,15,16 Volumetric energy inputs in the melt
from joule heating and frictional heating are typically
neglected.

The heating of the droplet is not not uniform due to
recirculating flows and boundary layers. Surface tem-
perature might differ significantly from bulk tempera-
ture. The internal flows can be turbulent and are driven
by electromagnetic, Marangoni, and plasma/gas shear
forces at the free surface. Buoyancy is typically
neglected.

Multicoupling in welding
The coupling between the physical phenomena is very
tight, and illustrated schematically in Fig. 1, where each
link is referenced in the text in parentheses. The
temperature field in the droplet is determined by the
energy equation, with evaporation, radiation and con-
vection boundary conditions (1). Because the droplet
has internal flows, the energy equation needs informa-
tion on the velocity field for the convective terms (2).
The velocity field is determined by the continuity and
momentum equations, with Marangoni (3) and gas
shear (4) boundary conditions. Standard momentum
equations have inertial, viscous, pressure, and gravity
terms. In arc welding, the momentum equations usually
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include additional terms for Lorenz body forces (5). The
Lorenz forces depend on Maxwell’s equations of
electromagnetism and Ohm’s law, with the anode spot
as a boundary condition (6). All the above equations
depend on the geometry of the droplet (7–9), obtained
from a balance between capillary forces from curvature,
internal pressure in the droplet (10), and external
pressure from the plasma (11). The external pressure
and gas shear from from the plasma depend on the size
of the anode spot (12 and 13). The Marangoni,
evaporation, radiation and convection boundary condi-
tions require information from the temperature fields (14
and 15). The boundary condition of heat from the arc
also depends on physics at the anode spot (16). The
anode spot boundary condition for Maxwell’s equations
also depends on the amount of metal vapours in the arc
(17). Figure 1 helps visualise coupling loops, such as
between free surface geometry and continuity and
momentum equations (links 7 and 10), other loops
involve more factors for example, fluid flow affecting
temperatures, which affect the Marangoni forces, which
affect fluid flow (links 2, 14 and 3).

As discussed above, identifying the dominant factors
is key to obtaining general expressions. But identifying
the dominant factors in multiphysics, multicoupled
systems is extremely difficult. A numerical model of
temperature distribution needs the results form a model
for fluid flow, and both must be solved simultaneously.
Coupled numerical models involve larger coding efforts,
have longer runtimes, and require more attention to
their convergence. On the other hand, it might be
assumed that one of the mechanisms is negligible and
solve an uncoupled model, and then use the results to
estimate if the neglected mechanisms were indeed
negligible. This approach involves tedious checks that
are seldom performed, and can be impractical for
welding because of the large number of mechanisms
and couplings involved.

Comparisons with experiments are difficult too. Most
models of welding focus on parts of the process, but
information about other parts is not always available.
General handbook formulae are of help in this case, but
when they are absent, the missing information is often
inferred by using its variables as fitting parameters in
comparisons with experiments. For example, in some
models of GTAW weld pool, the heat distribution from
the arc does not come from an arc model but it is
determined by best fit to experiments. This match can be

misleading if by coincidence a secondary mechanism can
be matched to an experimental result, as was the case of
early models based on Lorenz forces before it was
established that Marangoni forces could be dominant.

If all the many coupled physical mechanisms could be
efficiently assessed as dominant or secondary, the sought-
after general expressions could be built. Knowledge of
what mechanisms can be neglected will also benefit
numerical and analytical models. Unfortunately, droplet
temperature in GMAW has not been generalised yet. The
next section analyses the relatively simpler case of FSW as
an example of how the technique of scaling can bring
synthesis, generalisation, and insight into welding.

Scaling as promising approach: FSW
example
In the present work, scaling means assigning a
characteristic value to a variable. The scale is typically
the maximum, minimum, or average value of the
variable over the space–time domain. For the case of
droplet temperature in GMAW, the characteristic value
can be the maximum temperature in the melt. Scaling
estimates typically have the form of a power law based
on problem parameters only, without independent
variables such as space and time. There are many ways
of obtaining estimates in the form of power laws,
ranging from methods based on the governing equations
to methods based only on data. References18,19 describe
these methodologies in detail and review in depth
previous and current work on them. Recent books on
scaling are Refs. 20 and 21.

To see what scaling analysis can do for welding,
consider the following question: ‘What is the maximum
temperature in the base material in FSW?’ The answer
to this question is extremely important to select process
parameters for new alloys and to understand and avoid
defects related to temperature such as incipient melting
of precipitates.22

The coupling considered in this case is between the
heating generated by localised plastic deformation and
the softening of the base metal created by the increased
temperatures. In this case, heat transfer and solid
mechanics are coupled through the temperature depen-
dent behaviour of the material being welded.

The scaling analysis summarised here is described in
detail in Refs. 23 and 24. In this FSW example, the focus
is on scaling as a useful tool for synthesis and general-
isation of complex welding processes. The treatment

1 Droplet forming at end of melting wire in GMAW (globular mode)17 (left) and coupling between governing equations

and boundary conditions during droplet formation in GMAW (right): governing equations are in boldface
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used involves the following approximations representa-
tive of many practical cases:

(i) the travelling pin can be considered a steady
state, slow moving heat source

(ii) there is small advance per revolution

(iii) the shear layer is thin

(iv) the heat from the shoulder is not the dominant
factor determining the peak temperature.

The applicability of these approximations will be
confirmed by comparison with published data. From
this analysis, the following scaling expression for
maximum temperature is obtained

bTsTs~T0zDTm
3

2

gs

ABDTm

gK0

DT0

� �n{1
a2tR

k

� �n

vnz1

" #1

2

(1)

where bTsTs is the estimated maximum temperature in the
base material (at the pin/base material interface). The
pin has a radius a, a length d, spins at an angular
velocity v and travels at a velocity V, which is accounted
indirectly through the Bessel function K0. DT05T02T‘,
where T‘ is the initial temperature of the base material.
The magnitudes T0, A, B, tR and n are parameters of the
constitutive model for hot deformation of the base
material. DTm5Tm2To, where Tm is the solidus
temperature of the base material and k is its thermal
conductivity. gs is the mechanical efficiency of heat
generation and g is the overall efficiency of the heat
generation process, which considers heat losses to the
tool. The increase in temperature above T0 has a power
law form. This equation contains no empirical calibra-
tion and does not require FSW experiments as inputs.

2 Dimensionless maximum temperature in base plate versus approximation (i) captured as Peclet number23

3 Dimensionless maximum temperature in base plate versus approximation (ii) captured as ratio between translation and

rotation speed in tool23
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Figures 2–5 compare the scaling prediction of max-
imum temperature (equation (1)) with published experi-
mental and numerical values. The vertical axis in each
figure represents the ratio fT between published values
(Ts2T‘) and the maximum estimated temperature
( bTsTs{T?). The horizontal axes are dimensionless groups
representing the relative magnitude of the physical
phenomena neglected in the four approximations listed
above. The values on this axis can be calculated from
problem parameters without the need for experiments,
as detailed in Ref. 23. A value of one on the horizontal
axis means that the neglected effect is of the same order
as that considered dominant. For clarity, only points
where the dimensionless groups are smaller than one are
included, unless they are captured by the horizontal axis.

These graphs illustrate important features of scaling
results. First, in all cases, when the terms neglected are

indeed small (towards the left on the horizontal axis),
the estimations correctly show no dependence on the
neglected physics. Second, the estimated temperatures
are of the right order of magnitude (ratio fT<1 when
secondary terms are small. This is important because
equation (1) involves no correction factors and no FSW
specific empirical inputs. Third, there are clear limits to
the validity of the approximations made, indicated by a
value of one on the horizontal axis. Fourth, the scaling
law still predicts the behaviour of the system beyond the
limit of validity for three of the approximations
considered. This could not be anticipated by scaling
analysis, but shows the robustness of the scaling
approach.

The errors in the predictions of equation (1) have four
sources: error in the published values, approximations
in the physics, approximations in the mathematical

4 Dimensionless maximum temperature in base plate versus approximation (iii) captured as dimensionless thickness of

shear layer23

5 Dimensionless maximum temperature in base plate versus approximation (iv) captured as ratio of temperature increase

due to shoulder relative to peak temperature increase23
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treatment and errors in the materials properties used for
the scaling predictions. The error in the published values
are inherent to the nature of measurements and
computer simulations and are expected to be small.
These errors manifest themselves as scatter in graphical
representations. Errors from approximations in the
physics originates in physical phenomena that are
known to exist but are neglected. When scaling is
performed properly, error from simplified physics also
manifest as small scatter. Simplifications in the mathe-
matics cause a systematic error in the asymptotic regime,
even if there is no scatter from measurement error or
from the simplifications in the physics. Error in the
materials properties used as input show as alloy-
dependent systematic error.

Equation (1) can be improved by accounting for the
systematic error in the predictions using regressions
based on the magnitude of the approximations.
Inspection of Figs. 2–5 shows that a correction factor
should depend only on the ratio bdd=a. The expression

f z
T ~C1 1zC2

^
d

a

 !C3

(2)

produces the interpolating trend shown in Fig. 4. This
expression is simple, accurate, and has the property of

being a power law in the asymptotic regime when bdd=a is
very large. The recommended values for the constants is
C150?764, C250?259 and C3520?857.24

Many published results for experimental and numer-
ical simulations in aluminum alloys, carbon steel,
stainless steel and titanium have been synthesised in
constants C1, C2 and C3. Because these constants were

obtained for the whole data set comprising many
different alloys, they can be affected by alloy dependent
systematic error. With more available information,
independent regressions for each alloy system can be
even more accurate, and the synthesis of available data
can be more specific.

Figure 6 compares the predictions of scaling cor-
rected with equation (2) against reported values. All
data available is considered in this graph. It can be
seen that most of the systematic error has been
eliminated, and only scatter and systematic error from
materials properties remain. This figure includes a
band of ¡1 standard deviation around the identity
line; because this graph is in logarithmic scale, the
band represents a relative error (in this case 12%).
There are some outliers that escape to the calibrated
scaling law. It has not been established yet the reasons
behind the larger discrepances; however, the calibrated
scaling law predicts the experiments or simulations
with reasonable accuracy. Remarkably, equations (1)
and (2) are general for any material studied and can be
quickly evaluated as a handbook type formula.
Synthesis and generalisation of FSW data by other
researchers include Refs. 25–30.

Similar analysis has been performed by the author’s
research group for torque and shear layer thickness in
FSW,24 weld penetration in GTAW at high current,31

weld pool morphology at high currents,32 non-linear
heat transfer in the wire in GMAW,33 pressures,
velocities34 and temperatures in the arc,35 electron beam
welding in the micrometre scale36 and ceramic to metal
joining.37 A general review of the use of the use of
scaling in welding is presented in Ref. 38.

6 Comparison between maximum temperature in base material reported in literature (Ts{T?) and calibrated estimate of

maximum temperature in base material (bTz
s {T?) (Ref. 24)
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Conclusions
Welding technology is at a very advanced stage led by
lasers, FSW and inverter power supplies. This equip-
ment has untapped potential because current under-
standing is exceeded by the physics involved and process
control capabilities.

The realisation of the full potential of current
technologies and the design of future innovations
depend on developing new tools capable of dealing with
the unusual complexity of welding. Ideally, welding
designers and researchers could count on handbook-
type formulae of general validity, broad applicability,
and calibrated to reproduce published experimental and
numerical results.

Simple, accurate and general formulae are common in
many engineering disciplines, but not in welding,
because welding typically involves many more physical
phenomena, and these phenomena are tightly coupled.

Scaling is a promising approach that generates power
law formulae based on the dominant physics, establishes
the limits in which given phenomena are dominant, and
identifies the secondary effects. The secondary effects
can then be used to create physically meaningful
correction factors that eliminate the systematic error of
mathematical simplifications. This approach is explored
using as an example the scaling analysis of the maximum
temperature in FSW.

Looking into the future, it is reasonable to envision
welding engineering handbooks containing formulae for
relevant questions such as droplet temperature in
GMAW (question without a general answer yet)
regardless how complex the physics present is. Other
questions that might be answered using scaling are weld
penetration, width, and geometry for all kinds of fusion
processes, universal maps of defect generation in FSW,
general expression for heat and pressure distribution for
arcs, and more. By identifying the dominant factors in
complex problems, scaling can also help master the
physics of currently little understood phenomena such as
the interactions of lasers and arcs. Future welding
engineers will be able to consider the feasibility of
radically new processes before constructing prototypes
for each concept. In addition, if scaling can ‘conquer’ a
process as complex as welding with generality, simplicity
and accuracy, then many other multiphysics multi-
coupled engineering problems will also benefit, even if
they bear no immediate resemblance to welding.
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